
Reflection questions

Here are some questions you might find helpful for making connections to issues

raised in our unit on Provider Autonomy.  These can also be useful prompts for leading

discussion groups on this unit.  

1. Have you ever objected to something based on your conscience? Was it easy or hard to do?

What reaction did you experience?

2. Describe a situation in which you struggled over whether you were being complicit with

another's wrong action.

3. If you have helped to care for an older person or helped to raise a child, think about

circumstances in which you had to help support or protect the autonomy of that person. How

did you do so -- for example, allowing them the choice of the foods they ate or how their daily

schedule was organized?

4. Does your profession have a policy on conscientious objection? If so, what does that policy

say?

5. How do you deal with conflicts between your public roles and personal beliefs? Do the

commitments of your own personal moral code or religious community raise conflicts for you

in your professional or student life?  How have you dealt with them?

6. Questions of complicity go far beyond health care ethics.  Here are some quotations on

complicity and integrity in everyday life.  Choose one and discuss.

"It is more rewarding to be complicit with scarcity than excess."

...Will Oldham 

“Have I, have you, been too silent? Is there an easy crime of silence?”

...Carl Sandburg

“Silence becomes cowardice when occasion demands speaking out the whole truth and

acting accordingly.”

...Mahatma Gandhi

“I cannot and will not cut my conscience to fit this year's fashions.”

...Lillian Hellman



“I prefer to be true to myself, even at the hazard of incurring the ridicule of others, rather than

to be false, and to incur my own abhorrence.”

...Frederick Douglass

HOW DID IT GO?

Let us know! Share reflections, pictures or audio of your discussion by

tweeting @BioethicsMOOC, or sharing on our Facebook page.

We can't wait to hear from you.

https://twitter.com/BioethicsMOOC
https://www.facebook.com/KennedyInstituteofEthics/

